A Safe Habit: Safety Stops as Standard Procedure

According to a study done by researchers at the Divers Alert Network (DAN), a major finding when comparing various decompression models revealed that a deep safety stop, together with a shallow stop, yielded the lowest bubble grades (fewest silent bubbles). In fact, the optimal method for reducing post-dive bubble production (and therefore reducing the risk of DCS) was the combination of 1) an ascent rate of 30 feet [10 m] per minute with 2) a deep stop at about half the depth of the dive for 2.5 minutes and 3) a stop at 15 feet [5 m] for three to five minutes. The report concludes, "The introduction of a deep stop during decompression ascent appears to significantly decrease Doppler recorded bubbles and predicted gas tensions in the fast 'tissues' that may relate to actual gas exchange within the spinal cord. The authors conclude that such a deep stop may therefore significantly reduce the incidence of spinal cord-related decompression sickness."

For example, if you and your dive buddy intend to dive to 100 feet (30 m), when concluding the dive, your dive plan would be to pause your ascent for a deep stop at 50 feet (15 m) for about 2.5 minutes, and then continue your ascent until you reach 15-20 feet (5-6 m), where you will perform your final safety stop for three to five minutes before making a slow ascent to the surface.

**SEE scuba skills PERFORMED IN ACTION**
Scan the tag with your mobile device or visit dtmag.com/-library/videoskills to view skill videos.

When diving from a moored boat, the mooring line is a convenient place to do the safety stop.
Although the primary reason for making that final safety stop is to allow your body to offgas, there are other advantages. First, the pause gives you the opportunity to look toward the surface for water conditions, hazards and approaching boat traffic. It is dangerous to make the stop or surface directly beneath the boat. As addressed in last month’s Scuba Skills column, it is safest to surface upcurrent and beside the boat.

The stop also allows you to check that your gear is secure for exiting and fine-tune your buoyancy for that final ascent to the surface. During the stop, have just enough air in the buoyancy compensator (BC) to keep yourself neutrally buoyant and able to maintain a constant depth by varying lung volume. As you begin the final ascent, any air in the BC will expand significantly; unless vented this may cause your buoyancy to become excessively positive. If this happens you’ll reach the surface faster than desired.

**Safety-Stop Procedure**

The following procedure applies to any safety stop, no matter the depth. Always make sure to monitor your air supply to ensure that you have plenty of air remaining to perform a safety stop or stops. Ascents should be made as a buddy team. At least one buddy should monitor ascent rate and depth and both need to keep an eye on their remaining air supply. Both also should be poised to vent expanding air from the BC.

As you near the desired stop depth, establish neutral buoyancy. In most cases this means venting air from the BC. However, be prepared to add a touch of air if you vent too much and begin to sink. The goal is to have the right amount of air in the BC to maintain neutral buoyancy and then make minor adjustment by varying lung volume.

Even though you are neutrally buoyant, still keep a close eye on your depth gauge. At the shallow depth of 15-20 feet, even the slightest increase in lung volume can cause you to begin floating toward the surface without even noticing. When this happens, whatever air remains in your BC will expand, intensifying the situation even more. So during the safety stop, always be prepared to control lung volume or add air to the BC as necessary to remain at the desired depth.

A safety stop can be performed in either a vertical or horizontal position. If hovering in a prone position, your entire body is at the desired stop depth and is exposed to equal ambient pressure. When assuming a vertical orientation, position yourself so your chest is at the desired stop depth. In this position your lower torso and legs experience slightly increased ambient pressure, whereas the ambient pressure on your head and upper torso is less. This variation in pressure should not have a significant effect on achieving the desired offgassing. The important thing is that you remain as near as possible to a constant depth during the stop.

Dive charter boats often hang a line or PVC bar over the side to safety-stop depth to help divers maintain a constant depth.
Opportunity Runs Deep

It’s no secret, the oil patch is booming, offshore exploration and production runs 24/7. Major oil companies are recording record profits. The price of gas rises daily, employment in the offshore industry all boils down to one thing, the price of oil. The higher the price of oil the more work there is, therefore the more opportunities for the commercial diver.

A perfect storm of opportunity brews with the high price of oil, the demographic time bomb of retiring divers and the shortage of skilled young divers to replace them. The good news? There has never been a better time for employment and advancement in the commercial diving industry.

The Ocean Corporation has been a leader in commercial diver training and placement for over 35 years. Based in Houston, Texas the hub of the energy industry, The Ocean Corporation is currently searching the country for qualified men and women to participate in their Ultimate Diver Training Program.

Honestly, commercial diving is not for everyone. You’ll work in some of the harshest environments on earth. Successful applicants will have a get-er-done attitude, mechanical aptitude and strong personal need to succeed. In an industry where the individual’s performance is everything, the cutting edge training received at The Ocean Corporation gives you the competitive edge for your highly rewarding and challenging career as a commercial diver.

Call 800 321 0298 now and request your free catalogue and video. By the way, financial aid is available to those who qualify.

during the final stop. In calm water conditions you can use either as a reliable depth reference. Establish neutral buoyancy at the desired depth and hold onto the line or bar for the duration of the stop.

When surface conditions are choppy, the line/bar will move up and down. In this situation, establish your stop depth and proper buoyancy, then grasp the line/bar lightly. To keep from being jerked up and down by the line, let it slide through your hand as it moves. Likewise, hold the bar loosely and let your arm pivot from the shoulder. This allows you to remain at a constant depth and still have a reference.

Another thing to look out for when using a hang line or bar is current and/or the boat swinging on the mooring. If you grasp the line at the proper safety-stop depth and there is significant current or the boat begins to swing, the line will cease to hang straight down and angle away from the direction of the water movement. If you’re holding onto the line you will drift shallower.

When diving from a moored (or anchored) boat, divers often end the dive at the bottom of the mooring and use the mooring line as a convenient reference during ascent. Upon reaching safety-stop depth, they pause for three to five minutes before continuing to the surface.

Common Pitfall

Many divers ascend slowly and perform a textbook-perfect safety stop at the end of every dive; then, when it is time to exit the water, they head for the surface without considering their ascent rate. Actually, these final few yards are the depth range in which they should be paying the most attention to how rapidly they ascend.

Before beginning the ascent from safety-stop depth, many experienced divers vent the remaining air from the BC and gently kick to the surface. Unless you are wearing a significant amount of weight, this technique is safe and eliminates the danger of an out-of-control ascent caused by expending air.

Once on the surface, inflate your BC and prepare to exit the water. And remember, “Safety stops are not optional.”